
2 Queen of the Black Coast, part IV

After having escaped from the terrible jungle, Conan finally arrives where the Tigress  was, to discover with horror that the entire crew
has been annihilated. The bodies have been ripped off by ferocious jaws and around the place, there are traces of footprints. Rabid
hyenas' footprints.
Conan regrets not getting on time and decides to look for her beloved on the ship.
"Conan came silently upon the pier, approaching the galley on whose deck it was suspended something that glimmered ivory-white
on the faint twilight. Speechless, the Cimmerian looked on the Queen of the Black Coast as she hung from the yard-arm of her own
galley. Between the yard and her white throat stretched to line of crimson clots that shone like blood in the gray light ".    Robert E.
Howard.
He screams with anger and despair knowing that he failed her. And a thirst for revenge grows in him.
Now he understood everything, the visions caused by the Black Lotus were not hallucinations but a sample of what had happened in
that place, and now Conan knew that the only way to get out of that jungle alive was to finish with that winged monster, the last of his
kind, to avenge the death of the Queen of the Black Coast.
Conan armed himself with the weapons of his fallen comrades and climbed high on the ruins with a bow and arrows to defend himself
from his enemies and kill them.
Finally, from every corner of the jungle echoes the laughter of the hyenas, and from above the winged beast prepares itself for the final
encounter.
 

Objectives
If Conan survives the attack of the rabid hyenas and kills the Winged Ape before the end of round 10, Conan can
make an honourable parting ritual for Bêlith. The Heroes win the scenary and the Campaign.

If the Overlord Kills Conan before the end of round 10, Conan is turned into a rabid creature, like N'Gora and is
never seen again. The Overlord wins the game and the Campaign.



The game start with The game start with The heroes' turn.The heroes' turn.

Conan (sword, leather armor, bossonian bow) Conan (sword, leather armor, bossonian bow) Conan can start with any Item in the heroes' Inventory. His recovery is treated as if aConan can start with any Item in the heroes' Inventory. His recovery is treated as if a
hero has died.hero has died.

 After setup, the Heroes move  After setup, the Heroes move 0 gem(s) from her Reserve zone to her Fatigue zone.0 gem(s) from her Reserve zone to her Fatigue zone.

 The Overlord starts with  The Overlord starts with 8 gems in their Reserve zone and 3 in their Fatigue zone, and places the recovery token showing a recovery8 gems in their Reserve zone and 3 in their Fatigue zone, and places the recovery token showing a recovery
value of 3 in the Book of Skelos.value of 3 in the Book of Skelos.

ReinforcementsReinforcements :  : The Overlord gains 2 reinforcement points.The Overlord gains 2 reinforcement points.
This event cannot be activated again if Conan has killed 10 hyenas.This event cannot be activated again if Conan has killed 10 hyenas.

Attack from the SkyAttack from the Sky :  : The Winged Ape throws rocks from the sky into the parapets of the wall. Is considered a ranged attack andThe Winged Ape throws rocks from the sky into the parapets of the wall. Is considered a ranged attack and

it affects all the characters in the area, except for the Winged ape, causing it affects all the characters in the area, except for the Winged ape, causing  of damage. of damage.

If the hero is hidden inside a tower area, throw a If the hero is hidden inside a tower area, throw a  and put a fire token in the area for every symbol. When the area has 3 fire and put a fire token in the area for every symbol. When the area has 3 fire

tokens the ceiling falls down causing tokens the ceiling falls down causing damage to every character in the area. After the ceiling falls down put a damage to every character in the area. After the ceiling falls down put a  token in token in
the area. The area is blocked.the area. The area is blocked.

    

The Winged Ape can only be activated once per Overlord's turn.The Winged Ape can only be activated once per Overlord's turn.

Special rulesSpecial rules
Lines of SightLines of Sight :  : A character in a wall area has line of sight to each ground area within the fortress walls. An area in a towerA character in a wall area has line of sight to each ground area within the fortress walls. An area in a tower
and an area outside that tower are within each other's line of sight only if the areas are in or adjacent to the tower.and an area outside that tower are within each other's line of sight only if the areas are in or adjacent to the tower.

Leaping from WallsLeaping from Walls :  : a character can move across a parapet from a wall area to a ground area as though it were a border.a character can move across a parapet from a wall area to a ground area as though it were a border.
The character rolls The character rolls  for falling damage. If the character has Leap, the character rolls  for falling damage. If the character has Leap, the character rolls  instead. instead.

Rock SlideRock Slide :  : a character can move into a rock slide a character can move into a rock slide   area from an adjacent area. The character must spend 2 extraarea from an adjacent area. The character must spend 2 extra
movement points unless the character has Climbing.movement points unless the character has Climbing.

ChestsChests :  : During setup, the Overlord places 3 chests on the board as indicated by the setup diagram. The asset deck contains: 1During setup, the Overlord places 3 chests on the board as indicated by the setup diagram. The asset deck contains: 1
life potion, 1 explosive orb, 1 empty chest.life potion, 1 explosive orb, 1 empty chest.

Help from the beyondHelp from the beyond :  : When Conan is attacked by the Winged Ape, put Bêlit token in the map in the same area asWhen Conan is attacked by the Winged Ape, put Bêlit token in the map in the same area as
Conan. She has 5 life points and is equipped with the Ornamental spear. She has a free movement and attack per heroes'Conan. She has 5 life points and is equipped with the Ornamental spear. She has a free movement and attack per heroes'
turn. If Bêlit is defeated Conan's recovery value is treated as if two heroes have died. Her Attack from the beyond abilityturn. If Bêlit is defeated Conan's recovery value is treated as if two heroes have died. Her Attack from the beyond ability
cannot be defended with defense ability used by the Overlord.cannot be defended with defense ability used by the Overlord.

Campaign ModeCampaign Mode :  : If the scenary ends in a draw, the players recover all their gems into the recovery zone (The gems send toIf the scenary ends in a draw, the players recover all their gems into the recovery zone (The gems send to
the box if the river was dredged are not send to the recovery zone). The one that has more gems wins the campaign.the box if the river was dredged are not send to the recovery zone). The one that has more gems wins the campaign.
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